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Eigenvalue Approximation by Mixed

and Hybrid Methods

By B. Mercier, J. Osborn*, J. Rappaz** and P. A. Raviart

Abstract. Rate of convergence estimates are derived for the approximation of eigenvalues

and eigenvectors by mixed and hybrid methods. Several closely related abstract results on

spectral approximation are proved. These results are then applied to a variety of finite

element methods of mixed and hybrid type: a mixed method for 2nd order problems, mixed

methods for 4th order problems, a hybrid method for 2nd order problems, and two mixed

methods for the Stokes eigenvalue problem.

1. Introduction. The use of mixed and hybrid methods for the approximate

solution of source problems has received considerable attention. We mention the

works of Herrmann [20], [21], Glowinski [19], Miyoshi [29], Oden [33], Johnson

[25], Mercier [27], Ciarlet-Raviart [10], Brezzi [6], [7], Scholz [42], [43], Brezzi-

Raviart [8], Oden-Reddy [35], Raviart-Thomas [40], [41], Falk [14], Falk-Osborn

[15], Rannacher [39], and Babuska-Osborn-Pitkäranta [5].

Nemat-Nasser [30], [31], [32] has observed that mixed methods are effective for

the approximation of eigenvalues of differential equations with rough coefficients.

Babuska-Osborn [3] establish rate of convergence estimates for these methods as

they pertain to ordinary differential equations.

Canuto [9] and Ishihara [23], [24] have studied eigenvalue approximations for the

biharmonic problem by mixed methods. For the 2nd order problems, Mercier-Rap-

paz [28] derived optimal estimates for a hybrid method, and Ishihara [22] obtained

estimates for a mixed method.

It is the purpose of this paper to prove several closely related abstract results on

eigenvalue approximation that can be applied to a wide variety of finite element

eigenvalue approximation methods of mixed or hybrid type (including most of

those mentioned above).

In Sections 2-6, we prove the abstract results. These are obtained as a conse-

quence of results of Osborn [36] and Descloux-Nassif-Rappaz [12], [13]. In Section

7, we apply these results to several finite element methods of mixed or hybrid type:

a mixed method for the 2nd order elliptic equations, mixed methods for 4th order

problems, a hybrid method for 2nd order problems, and two methods for the

approximations of the eigenvalues of the Stokes problem.
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We describe now the general types of problems that we will consider. Let X and

W be two complex Hubert spaces with scalar products and norms (•, )x, \\ ■ \\x,

(•. • V> II • II tv> respectively, and let a: X X X -> C, b: X X W-» C, r: X X X ->
C, and S: W X W-» C be continuous sesquilinear forms. We consider eigenvalue

problems of the following two forms:

Find X G C, 0 ^ (m, p) G X X W satisfying

,     s I îï(m, t>) + b(v,p) = Xr(u, v),    Vt) G X,

I ¿>(m, r?) = 0, V? G W.

Find AGC,0it(u,i)eJr X W satisfying

,q2\ I a(u> v) + e(f>,P) = °.     Vt> G *>

I *(«. 9) = -M/>. i). *9 G W.
We are interested in the approximations of eigenvalues of (Ql) and (Q2), and

toward this end we suppose we are given families of finite-dimensional spaces

Xh c X and Wh c W and consider the following approximate eigenvalue prob-

lems:

Find Xh G C, 0 *= (uh,ph) G Xh X Wh satisfying

(0i) a(u„, vh) + b(vh,Ph) = Xhr(uh, vh),    Vvh G Xh,

\ b(uh, q„) = 0, Vqh G Wh.

Find Xh G C, 0 * (uh,p„) G Xh X Wh satisfying

(Q2)*
a(uh, vh) + b(vh,ph) = 0,     Vvh G Xh,

\ b(uh, qh) = -\s(ph, qh),       Vqh G Wh.

We now regard Xh, uh, and ph as approximations to X, u, and />, respectively, and

study the errors in these approximations.

Notations. Throughout this paper we shall use the Sobolev spaces Wm'p(Q), where

ß is an open set in R", m is a nonnegative integer, and 1 < p < oo, with the usual

norms and seminorms || • \\mfSt and | • |m/,n. Whenp = 2, we denote Wm,2(ß) by

.tfm(ß) and write

\v\m,a =  IÜL,2,Í2. \\v\\m.a =  \\v\\m,2,Q-

We also use the vector versions of these spaces with the usual product norms and

notations: H'(ß), for example, will denote the space of functions m(x) =

(m,(x), m2(x), . . . , Mrf(x)) with Uj G Hx(û),j = 1,2, ... ,d; the dimension ¿/will be

understood from the context. H¿(ti) is the subspace of functions in //'(ß) that

vanish on T = 3ß. HX/2(T) is the space of traces v/T of functions v G Hx(Sl) and

#-'/2(r) is the dual space of H X/2(T). H(div, ß) = {q G L2(ß) = (L2(fi))": div q G

L2(ß)} where div is the divergence operator.

2. A General Spectral Approximation Result. General results on spectral ap-

proximation for compact operators were obtained by Bramble-Osborn [4] and

Osborn [36]. Descloux-Nassif-Rappaz [12], [13] have refined and extended some of

the results of [4], [36].

In this section we state two general results on the approximation of eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of compact operators, referring to [36], [12] for proofs.
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Let T be a compact operator on a complex Banach space H with norm

let ( Th}0<h<x be a family of compact operators on H satisfying

(2.1)

and

lim|r- TA = 0,
A-»0

where | • | is the operator norm on H. The spectrum of T consists of a countable set

of complex numbers, and each nonzero number in the spectrum is an isolated

eigenvalue. Let /ibea nonzero eigenvalue of T. Then there exists a least integer a

such that Ker((ju - Tf) = Ker((p - T)a+X) = E, with dim £ = m < oo. a is

called the ascent of ( p - T), the elements of E the generalized eigenvectors of T

corresponding to p, and m the algebraic multiplicity of p. The order of a gener-

alized eigenvector / G E is the smallest positive integer j such that / G

KcT((p - ry).

Let T*: H* -» H* be the adjoint operator of T defined on the dual space H* of

H, i.e. the space of bounded, conjugate linear forms on H. Then p is an eigenvalue

of 7^ with algebraic multiplicity m. The ascent of (p — T*) will be a. Let

E* = Ker((/Z - T*)a) be the space of generalized eigenvectors of T* correspond-

ing to p.

It is well known, as a consequence of (2.1), that exactly m eigenvalues of Th

(counted according to algebraic multiplicity) converge to u; we denote these by

MlA' M2/1' • •  • ' MmA-

Theorem 2.1. There are constants C and h0 such that, for 0 < h < h0,

r1 - — 2 ft*
m

< C

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

sup
ueE*,\u\H-

v'BE,\v'\H.

\((T-Th)u,v*)\

+ \(T-Th)/E\-\(T*-T*)/E.\} C8'h>

. 1 rSft* <C8„,
m ¡-i

If4 - ft*f < C8h,       i = 1,2, , m,

\m is the operatorwhere (T — Th)/E denotes the restriction of T — Th to E and

norm on H*.    □

Given two closed subspaces M and N of H, we define

8(M, N) =   sup    inf |m — v\H
ueM  »e/v

and then define 8(M, N), the gap between M and N, by

8(M, N) = max[5(M, N), 8(N, M)].

Let Eh be the direct sum of the generalized eigensubspaces of Th corresponding

to pXh, P2h, . . . , pmh. As a consequence of (2.1), dim Eh = dim E = m for small h

and the eigenvector error, as measured by 8(E, Eh), is estimated by

Theorem 2.2. There is a constant C such that

(2.5) 8(E,Eh)<C\(T-T„)/E\.   D
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Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 have been used to analyze a wide variety of eigenvalue

problems; cf. [12], [13], [36].

3. A General Result on Variationally Posed Eigenvalue Problems. We consider in

this section the approximation of variationally posed eigenvalue problems, i.e.,

eigenvalue problems of the form

Find AgC, 0 =?*= 1/ G //, satisfying
(3 1) 1 A(U, V) = XB(U, V),   VVGH2,

where Hx and H2 are complex Hubert spaces with norms || • ||, and || • ||2 and A:

Hx X H2 ->C and B: Hx X H2—>C are continuous sesquilinear forms satisfying

(3.2) inf      sup   \A(U, V)\ = a, > 0,
i/e//,    Ke//2

llalli-«  ||K||2-1

(3.3) sup \A(U, V)\ > 0   for all 0 # V G H2,
ueH,

and

(3.4) T: Hx —> Hx is compact,

where T satisfies

A(TU, V) = B(U, V),    VV <E H2.

We are interested in approximating the eigenvalues of (3.1), and toward this end we

suppose we are given families of finite-dimensional subspaces Sxh c Hx and

S2h c H2, 0 < h < 1, with dim Sxh = dim S2h, and we consider the approximate

eigenvalue problem

Find Xh G C, 0 ^ Uh G SXh satisfying

1 A(Uh, Vh) = XhB(Uh, Vh),    VF, G S2h.

(3.6) A?5«*

Concerning (3.5) we assume

inf        sup    \A(Uh,Vh)\>a2>0,
.es,*   vhesu

where a2 is independent of h, and

(3.7) lim    inf   \\U - Uh\\x = 0   for each U G Hx.
a->o y,ss„

X, U is an eigenpair of (3.1) if and only if XTU = U, U =£ 0, i.e., if and only if

u = l/X, U is an eigenpair of T. We define the algebraic multiplicity of X as the

algebraic multiplicity of p as an eigenvaue of T. The generalized eigensubspace

E = Ker((/u - T)a), where a is the ascent of (p — T), can be characterized in

terms of the form A and B as follows. For an integer/ > 1, a nonzero vector UJ is

a generalized eigenvector of order/ if

A(UJ, V) = XB(UJ, V) + XA(UJ~X, V),   VF G H2,

for some nonzero generalized eigenvector UJ~X of order/ — 1.

If X is an eigenvalue of (3.1) then X will have adjoint eigenvectors V, i.e., nonzero

V G H2 satisfying

(3.8) A(U, V) = XB(U, V),    VU G Hx.
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(3.8) holds if and only if XT^ V = V, where T„: H2^> H2 satisfies

A(TU, V) = A(U, T.V),   VU G Hx,V G H2.

T^ is formally the adjoint of T with respect to the form A. The ascent of ( p — Tm)

is the same as the ascent of (p — T). Denote the generalized adjoint eigenspace

(i.e. the generalized eigenspace corresponding to p and TJ by E, =

Ker((/I — Tt)a). VJ is an adjoint generalized eigenvector of order/ if

A(U, VJ) = XB(U, VJ) + XA(U, VJ-X),   VU G Hx,

for some adjoint generalized eigenvector VJ~X of order/ — 1.

Let X be an eigenvalue of (3.1) and let m be its algebraic multiplicity. As h tends

to zero, exactly m eigenvalues XXh, X2h, . . . , A,^ of (3.5) (counted according to

algebraic multiplicity) converge to X. Let Xh = (l//n)27-i \h and let Eh be the

direct sum of the generalized eigenspaces corresponding to X1A, X2h, . . ., A^. Let

eA=    sup     inf  \\U-x\\i   and   eA* =   sup     inf  ||K-r,||2.
UeE   x^Slk veE* v^Sy,

lll/|li-i l|K||2-i

We are now ready to state our fundamental error estimate.

Theorem 3.1. There are constants C and h0> 0 such that, for 0 < h < Aq,

(3.9) |A - Â„| < Ce„et,

(3.10) |a - Xjh\ < C(ehet)x/a,      j = 1, 2, . . . , m,

and

(3.11) 8(E, Eh) < Ce„.   □

For a proof of this theorem, in the case when the ascent is one, we refer to

Babuska and Aziz [2] and Fix [16]. For a complete discussion of this theorem and a

proof in the general case (which is based on Theorem 2.1), we refer to Kolata [26].

We now turn to the application of this result to a certain class of eigenvalue

problems of type (Ql) and (Q2). Let a and b be continuous sesquilinear forms on

X X X and X X W, respectively, and assume

(3.12) Re a(u, u) > ßx\\u\\2x,   Vu G V, ßx > 0,

where V = {v G X: b(v, q) = 0, Vq G W), and

(3.13) sup l¿>.j";.g)l > yx\\q\\w,    Vq G W, y, > 0.
uex    \\u\\x

Let Xh c X and Wh c. Wbe finite-dimensional spaces and assume

(3.14) Re a(uh, u„) > ß2\\u„\\2x,    Vu„ G V„,

where Vh = {vh G Xh: b(vh, qh) = 0, Vqh G Wh}, ß2 independent of h,

(3-15) sup   l*j|"*,„g*)l > y2\\qh\\w,   V9a G Wh,
«,6r,     II"aIIx

y2 independent of h, and

(3.16) lim inf (\\u - uh\\x + \\q - q„\\ w) = 0,

for each (u, q) G X X W.
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We then consider the eigenvalue problems of type (Ql) and (Q2) with these

hypotheses satisfied. These problems and the associated finite-dimensional prob-

lems are easily seen to be of the form (3.1) and (3.5), respectively, with the

following identifications:

Hx = H2 = X X W,

U=(u,p),

V = (t>, q),

A(U,V) = A((u,p), (v, q)) = a(u, v) + b(v,p) + b(u, q),

r(u, v)       for problem (Ql),
B(U,V) = B((u,p),(v,q))= ,

s(p, q)    for problem (Q2),

^1* = Sih = xh X wh.

It is well known (Brezzi [6], Babuska [1]) that conditions (3.12)—(3.16) ensure the

validity of (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7). In addition, we assume (3.4) holds with A

and B defined as above.

Thus, all of the hypotheses concerning (3.1) and (3.5), with the above identifica-

tions, are satisfied, and the estimates of Theorem 3.1 hold. We will write out these

estimates in a special case. Suppose the forms a, r, and 5 are all positive definite.

Then A and B are hermitian symmetric, the eigenvalues X are all positive, and all

generalized eigenvectors are eigenvectors (we have a = 1, and m is the geometric

multiplicity of X). The estimates of Theorem 3.1 thus have the form

(3.17) |X - \J < Ce2,        i =1,2,..., m,

(3.18) 8(E, E„) < Ce„,

where E is the eigenspace corresponding to X, Eh is the direct sum of the

eigenspaces corresponding to Xxh, X2h, . . . , X^, and

e* = SUP ,       inf     „(Wu-OhWx+WP-VhWirY
(u,p)eE      (.vl„qh)exhx}V„

Hl*+ll/>ll*'-1

We refer to problems with the formal structure of (Ql) or (Q2), which satisfy

(3.12)—(3.16) and (3.4), as problems satisfying the full Brezzi hypotheses. There are,

however, other problems of type (Ql) or (Q2) which do not satisfy the Brezzi

hypotheses (in terms of the usual norms that have been used in their analysis).

In general, in the case of problems of type (Ql), (3.12) holds but not (3.13),

whereas, in the case of problems of type (Q2), (3.13) holds but not (3.12). In both

cases the operator T is not defined and that is the main reason why we cannot

always apply the results of Section 3.

We now turn to the consideration of these problems.

4. A Result on a Nonconforming Approximation Method. We analyze in this

section a class of nonconforming approximations to variationally posed eigenvalue

problems.

Let X c H be two complex Hubert spaces with scalar products ((•, •)), (•, •)

and norms || • ||, | ■ |, respectively. We suppose the injection of X into H is

continuous, but not necessarily compact. Let F be a closed subspace of X and let
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a(-, •) and r(-, •) be bounded, sesquilinear forms on X X X and H X H, respec-

tively. We then consider the eigenvalue problem

Find X G C, 0 ¥= m G V satisfying
(4.1)

1 a(u, v) = Xr(u, v),   Vv G V.

Next, we suppose we are given a family { Vh}0<h<x of finite-dimensional subspaces

of X and consider the approximate problems

Find Xh G C, 0 ¥= uh G Vh satisfying
(4.2)

«("a. »a) = V("a> «a).   v«a g *V

(4.1) is a variationally formulated eigenvalue problem and, since  Vh iZ. V in

general, (4.2) represents a nonconforming approximation to (4.1).

Regarding the form a(-, ■) we further assume

(4.3a) Re a(u, u) > a\\u\\2,   Vu G V,

(4.4b) Re a(uh, uh) > 0,   Vma G Vh, uh * Oand VA.

In order to analyze this approximation method we introduce the bounded

operators T, T„ Th, T%h:H^>H defined by:

For/ G H

(4.4) Tf G V,    a(Tf, v) = r(f, v),   Vv G V,

(4.5) rA/ G V„,   a(Thf, vh) = r(f, vh),   Vv„ G FA,

(4.6) TJ G F,    fl(o, TJ) = r(v,f),   Vv G V,

(4.7) r„A/ G FA,    a(vh, Tthf) = r(t>A,/),   Vt>A G Vh.

We further assume that

(4.8) iim|r-rA| = o,
A-»0

where | • | denotes the operator norm on H. This hypothesis implies T is compact

since Th is compact. Note that a(Tu, v) = a(u, T+v) for all u, v G F.

As in Section 3, it is easily seen that the eigenvalues of (4.1) are the reciprocals of

the eigenvalues of T and that the eigenvectors of (4.1) are the same as the

eigenvectors of T.

Let p be a nonzero eigenvalue of T with algebraic multiplicity m and let E be the

space of generalized eigenvectors of T corresponding to ft. p will be an eigenvalue

of Tn with algebraic multiplicity m. To see this, we first note that

(4.9) T,/r = I(T/V)*rx,

where /: V* -> F is defined by a(v, I<j>) =</>(«), Vv G V, <j> G V* and (T/y)*:

V* -> F* is the usual F-adjoint of T/v considered as a continuous linear operator

on V. From standard results on adjoints we see that p is an eigenvalue of (T/y)*

with algebraic multiplicity m. The same result for T, now follows from (4.9). Let

Em be the space of generalized eigenvectors of T+ corresponding to p. As a

consequence of (4.8), we know that exactly m eigenvalues of Th converge to p.

Denote these by pxh, p2h, . . . , pmh. We are now ready to state the main theorem of

this section.
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Theorem 4.1. There are two constants C and h0 > 0 such that, for h < Aq,

1

m
2 um
I-1

<C    sup   sup \r((T- Th)u,v)\
ue.E veE,
|u|=l   |„|-1

(4.10)
+ \(T-Th)/B\-\(T,-T,k)/Ej\

(4.11)

(4.12)

= C8„,

-l      l  v    -i
p   - ~z 2. fum /-i

< C5,'*>

\p - pjh\a < C6A,      / = 1,2, . . . ,m,

where, for example, \(T - Th)/E\ = supuS£. M.,|(r - Th)u\.

Proof. Let T be a circle centered at p which lies in the resolvent set of T and

which encloses no other points in the spectrum of T, and let

-i
dz

be the spectral projections associated with T and ft, Th and fi1A, fi2A, . . ., pmh, Tm

and p, and Tth and ft1A, /Ij^, . . . , p^, respectively; here T is the conjugate cir of T

(positively oriented). From (4.8) we see that AA = Ph/E: E —> Eh is a bijection for

small A and that Akx is uniformly bounded in A:

(4.13) | A;11 < C,   VA < A0.

Now we define T = T/E: £ —» E and TA = AA ThAh: E —» E. The spectrum of T is

{ft} and that of Th is {p\h, Pw ■ ■ ■ ■> Pmh)- It *s easily seen that P(H) = E,

P+(H) = E+, Ph(H) = Eh = the direct sum of the generalized eigenspaces of Th

corresponding to ft1A, fi2A, . . . , p^, and Pmh(H) = Eth = the direct sum of the

generalized eigenspaces of T,H corresponding to f71A, fî2A, . . . , jL^. Finally, we note

that a(Pu, v) = a(u, P,v), Vu, v G V, and r(Phu, v) = r(u, Pmhv), Vu, v G H.

By standard estimates (see, e.g., [45, pp. 80-81]), we have

(4.14a)

(4.14b)

(4.14c)

1

m 2  rhh < cir-r, Al>

P~%  - ZI   2  h
m N, <C\T-Th\,

\p - pJh\a < C\f - fh\,       /=l,2,...,w,

where | • | is the operator norm on E (corresponding to the vector norm | • | on H).

Using (4.3), the fact that E is finite-dimensional, and the properties of P, we see
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that

\T-Th\= sup |(r - Th)u\ < C sup ||(r - 7>||
uGE USE
\u\-l ||u||-l

(4.15)
< C sup    sup \a((f - fh)u, v)\ = C sup    sup \a((f - fh)u, P,v)\

■1 II«
«e£   vev

1 IMI-l

< C sup    sup \a((f - fh)u, v)\ < C sup   sup \a((f-fh)u, Tmv)\.

l|u||-i iHi-i H-i kl-i

It follows from the definition of 7", and the properties of Ph and AA that

a((f-Th)u,T.v) = r((T-Th)u,v)

(4.16) = r((T - T„)u, v) + r((AkxPh - l)(T - T„)u, v)

= r((T - T„)u, v) + r((A-hxPh - l)(T - 7>, v - Pmho).

Theorem 4.1 now follows from (4.14), (4.15), (4.16), (4.13), and |(J»„ - P^h)/E\ <

C\(T. - T,„)/E\.   D
Let us turn now briefly to eigenvector estimates.

Theorem 4.2. There is a constant C such that

(4.17) S(E, Eh) < C\(T - Th)/E\,

where 8(E, Eh) is the gap with respect to the H-norm and \ • \ is the operator norm

corresponding to the H-norm.

Proof. A minor modification of the techniques in [36] yields this result.   □

5. Problems of Type (Ql). In this section we consider problems of type (Ql) that

do not satisfy the full Brezzi hypotheses ((3.12)—(3.16), (3.4)). We will, however,

make other alternate hypotheses. Throughout the section we suppose H is a Hubert

space with X c H continuously and suppose that r( •, ■ ) is a bounded sesquilinear

form on H X H. We also suppose that b(v, q) = 0, Vv G X, implies q = 0 and

that b(vh, qh) = 0, VuA G Xh, implies qh = 0.

We consider now the associated source problem and approximate source prob-

lem as well as their adjoints. These are defined as follows:

For g G H,

Ag G X, Bg G W,

(5.1) Í a(Ag, v) + b(v, Bg) = r(g, v),    Vv G X,

[ b(Ag, q) = 0, Vq G W;

Ahg G Xh, B„g G W„,

(5.2) ( a(Ahg, vh) + b(vh, B„g) = r( g, v„),    Vvh G Xh,

\ b(Ahg, qh) = 0, Vqh G W„;

A,g£X,B.q<= W,

(5.3) a(v, A,g) + b(v, Btg) = r(v, g),    Vv G X,

b(Amg,q) = 0, VqGW;
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Athg£Xh,B,hqe Wh,

(5.4) <*(»*> A*hS) + b(vh, B^g) = r(vh, g),    Vv„ G Xh,

b(A,hg,qh) = 0, Vr7AGlFA.

We shall suppose all these problems are uniquely solvable and that the compo-

nent in X of the solution depends continuously on g (in connection with (5.1), for

example, we would assume H^gH* < C||g||w, Vg G H). In many practical cases

(see Subsection 7d), operators B, B^ are uniquely defined but source problems

(5.1), (5.3) are not well posed in general.

Let

V = {v G X: b(v, q) = 0,Vq G W)

and

and assume

Vh = {vh G Xh: b(vh, qh) = 0,V<7A G Wh}

Rea(M, m) > a\\u\\2x,     Vu G F,

Re û(ma, ma) > 0, Vma G Vh, ma ̂  0 and VA.

If X, (m, p) is an eigenpair of (Ql), then

m G V,u¥=0,

^ { a(u, v) = Xr(u, v),    Vv G V.

Conversely, if u satisfies (5.5), then there exists a unique p G W, (p = XBu), such

that X, (u,p) is an eigenpair of (Ql).

Thus, the eigenvalues of (Ql) can be characterized by a problem of type (5.5).p

is the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint m G F and (5.5) is a constrained

version of (Ql).

In a similar way, we see that the eigenvalues of (Q1)A can be characterized by the

problem

Seek XA G C, 0 ¥= uh G Vh satisfying

1 a(uh> vh) = VK> vh),    *vh G Vh.

Problems (5.5) and (5.6) are examples of problems (4.1) and (4.2). With A, Ah,

A+, and A^h defined as in (5.1)—(5.4) and T, Th, T4, and T^h defined as in

(4.4)-(4.7), we immediately see that T = A, Th = Ah, T, = A„ and T9h = Amh.

Assume now that

(5.7) lim\\A-Ah\\HH=0,
h—>0

where, for an operator D: Y -» Z, we set

\\D\\YZ = sup
wey   II ""Il y

(4.8) holds and thus all the hypotheses of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are satisfied, and

we can apply them in the present context. Let ft be an eigenvalue of A with

algebraic multiplicity m, let fi1A, p2h, . . . , pmh be the eigenvalues of Ah converging

\Dw\\z
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to p, and set X = ft ', X>A = pJhx, j = I, . . . , m. Let E, En, Eh, and E^h be the

spaces of generalized eigenvectors as defined in Section 4.

Theorem 5.1. Under hypothesis (5.7) there are constants C and A0 > 0 such that,

for A < A0,

1    m

m ._, C\\\(A-Ah)/E\\HX\\(Am-A.h)/EJ HX

(5.8)

+    sup       sup      inf   \b((A - Ah)f, B%g - r/)|
/e£     geE.   ne»V '

Il/Il«-' 11*11«-'

+    sup       sup      inf   \b((A, - A,h)f, Bg - tj)|
feE,      geE    V^Wh\ Hj

U/H«-' 11*11«='

<ch(A-Ah)/B¡HX\\(A,-A,h)/EJ IHX

II *ll«-'

¿a)

+lh-^U,s /JiJ^-^}
1*11«-1

I.WX

I//W

<C{||(^-/1A)/£||//J,|(/Í,-/1,A)/J

+ |(¿-^)/J«|(*.-*•*), J

Proo/. We apply Theorem 4.1 with T = A, T^ = An, Th = /1A, and Tnh = y4<lA.

It is immediate that the second term on the right side of (4.10) is bounded by the

right side of (5.8). It remains to consider

sup      sup   \r((A - Ah)f, g)\.
feE     geE

11/11«-1 11*11«-'

Let/, g G H. Adding the two equations in (5.3), we have

r(v, g) = a(v, A,g) + b(v, B,g) + b(A^g, q) ,    V(v, q) G X X W.

Setting v = (A - Abfand q = (B - Bh)f, we obtain

r((A - Ah)f, g) - a((A - A„)f,A,g) + b((A - A„)f, B,g)

(5.9)
+ b(A.g,(B- Bh)f).
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Next, we note that subtraction of Eqs. (5.2) from (5.1) (with g replaced by/)

yields

a((A - Ah)f, vh) + b(vh, (B - Bh)f) + b((A - Ah)fi qh) = 0,

(510) V(ÜA, qh) G X„ X Wh.

Now, combining (5.9) and (5.10), we have

r((A - Ah)f, g) = a((A - Ah)f, A,g - vh) + b{(A - Ah)fi B,g - q„)
(5.11)

+ b(A,g - vh, (B - Bh)f) ,    V(v„, qh) G Xh X Wh.

Setting vh = A+hg in (5.11) and using (5.3) and (5.4), we find

r((A - Ah)f, g) = a((A - Ah)f, (A. - A.h)g) + b((A - Ah)f, B,g - qh)

(5.12)
+ b((Am - A,„)g, Bf - qh),    Vqh, qh G Wh.

(5.8) now follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and (5.12).   □

Theorem 5.2. Under hypothesis (5.7) there is a constant C such that

8(E, E„) < C\\(A - Ah)/E\\HH,

where 8(E, Eh) is the H-gap between E and Eh.

Proof. This result is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2. □

Remark. It is easily seen that Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are valid in the more general

context in which the spaces X and W are allowed to depend on A (X = X(h) and

W = W(h)), but V is independent of A, and the forms a and b are bounded for

each A but are not required to be bounded uniformly in A. This remark is used in

Subsection 7c.

6. Problems of Type (Q2). In this section we consider problems of type (Q2) that

do not satisfy the full Brezzi hypotheses ((3.12)—(3.16), (3.4)). As in Section 5 we

make alternate hypotheses.

We assume H and G are complex Hubert spaces with X c H continuously and

W c G compactly. We then suppose that s(p, q) = (p, q)c and that a(-, •) is a

bounded sesquilinear form on H X H satisfying Re a(u, u) > 0 V0 ¥= u G H.

Consider now the associated source problem and approximate source problem

and their adjoints. These are defined as follows: For g G G,

AgeX,BgEW

(6.1) a(Ag, v) + b(v, Bg) =0,     Vv G X,

\b(Ag,q) = -(g,q)c, VqGW;

Ahg G *A, Bhg G Wh

(6.2) Í a(Ahg, vh) + b(vh, Bhg) = 0,    Vvh G Xh,

\ b(Ahg, qh) = - (g, qh)G, Vqh G Wh;

A,geX,B,g<E w

(6.3) [ a(v, A.g) + b(v, B,g) = 0,    Vo G X,

b(A,g,q)=-(q,g)G, VqGW,
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A.hg(£Xh,B,hgG Wh

(6.4) a(vh,A^hg) + b(vh, B.hg) = 0,   Vvh G Xh,

b{Anhg, qh) = - (qh, g)G, Vqh G Wh.

We suppose all these problems are uniquely solvable.

In addition we assume

(6.5) lim||5-ÄA||GG = 0.
A-»0

This relation implies that B: G -» G is compact. We note that Bn = B*, the usual

(J-adjoint of B.

The eigenvalues of (Q2) can be characterized in terms of the operator B. In fact,

if X, (u,p) is an eigenpair of (Q2), then XBp = p, p =fc 0, and if XBp = p, p ^ 0,

then there is a u G X such that X, (u,p) is an eigenpair of (Q2). Thus, the

eigenvalues of (Q2) are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of B. In a similar way, we

see that the eigenvalues of (Q2)A are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of Bh.

We now apply Theorem 2.1 to the operator B and the family of operators {Bh}

on the space G. Suppose X"1 has algebraic multiplicity m and let

E = Ker((X-' - B)a)    and    £, = Kerf^X"1 - B*)a),

where a is the ascent of X"1 — B. Let XfA, X2A, . . . , Xj> be the m eigenvalues of Bh

that converge to X"1 and let XA = (l/m)27-i \a-

Theorem 6.1. Under hypothesis (6.5) there are two constants C and A0 > 0 jmcA

that, for h < h0,

\\-h\<c\\\(A - Ah)/E\\CH\\(A.- A,h)/EJ
GH

(6.6)

+    sup      sup      inf  \b((A - Ah)f, Bmg - r/)|
/e£     gef,   new* i i

ll/llo-l ll*llc-i

+   sup      sup     inf  \b((Am - Amh)g, Bf - r)\
f£E     g£E,   Te>*»l '

ll/llc=l ll*llc-l

+IKä-^MIgg|(^-^a)/Jgc]

<C{\\(A-Ah)/E\\GH¡(A,-Ath)/Ej

+ \\(A-Ah)/E\\GX\\(B,-Bmh)
/Em\\GW

+ \\(A,-A,h)/EJJ(B--Bh)/E\\CH.

+IK* -4)/*U|(*. -*.*)/ JJ
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Proof. For/, g G G we consider ((B - Bh)f, g)G. From (6.3) we have

(q, g)c = ~a(v, A.g) - b(v, B.g) - b(A,g, q) ,   V(v, q) G X X W.

Setting q = (B - Bh)fa.nd v = (A - Ah)f, we obtain

((B - Bh)f, g)G = -a((A - Ah)f, A.g) - b{(A - Ah)f, B,g)

(6.7)
-b(A,g,(B- Bh)f).

Subtraction of (6.2) from (6.1) (with g replaced by/) yields

a((A - Ah)f, vh) + b(vh, (B - Bh)f) + b((A - Ah)f, qh) = 0,

' ) V(ÜA, qh) G Xh X Wh.

Now, combining (6.7) and (6.8), we have

((B - Bh)f, g)G = -a((A - Ah)f,Ang - vh) - b((A - Ah)f, B.g - qh)

(6.9) _
- b(A.g - o„, (B - Bh)f) ,    V(vh, q„) G Wh X W„.

Setting vh = A thg in (6.9) and using (6.3) and (6.4), we get

((B - Bh)f, g)G = -a((A - Ah)f, (A, - A.h)g)

(5.10) ~ b((A ~ A*V' B*8 ~ 9")

- b((A. - Ath)g, Bf - q„) ,    Vqh, qh G Wh.

(6.6) now follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and (6.10).   □

Theorem 6.2. There is a constant C such that

8(E, Eh) < C\\(B - Bh)/E\\GG,

where 8(E, Eh) is the G-gap between E and Eh.

Proof. This result follows Theorem 4.2.    □

Theorem 6.2 provides an error estimate for the error in the approximation of the

second component of the eigenfunction (u,p), i.e., an estimate for \\p — ph\\G. We

now present a result giving error estimates for both components.

Introduce the sesquilinear forms on (X X W) X (X X W) defined by

A(u,p; v, q) = a(u, v) + b(v,p) + b(u, q)    and   B(u,p; v,q) = - (p, q)G

(cf. Section 3) and let t, ta : X X W -» X X H7 be the operators defined by

r(u,p) G X X W,

1 A(r(u,p); v, q) = B(u,p; v, q),   V(v, q) G X X W,

(6 12) Í T"iU,P) E X" X Wh'

\ A(th(u,p); v, q) = B(u,p; v, q),    V(v, q)& XhX Wh.

It is easily seen that the eigenvalues of (Q2) are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of

t and that t and (Q2) have the same eigenfunctions. The relation between the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (Q2)A and ta is the same. We now assume

(6-13) HmjT - tJ^h^^O.
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We note that r(u,p) does not depend on u and also that

r(u,p) = (Ap,Bp),   Vpe W.

Suppose X-1 is an eigenvalue of t with algebraic multiplicity m and let E =

Ker((X_1 - r)a) where a is the ascent of X"! - t. Let X\xh, X2A, . . ., X„\ be the

eigenvalues of ta converging to X"1 and let Eh be the direct sum of the generalized

eigenspaces of ta corresponding to X^A, X2A, . . . , Xj,.

Theorem 6.3. Under hypothesis (6.13) there is a constant C such that

8(E, Eh) < C||(t - -rh)/E\\xxw,xxw>

where 8(E, Eh) is the X X W-gap between E and Eh.

Proof. This result is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2.   □

There is a subclass of problems of type (Q2) for which it is possible to improve

the above results. Suppose

(6.14) Vh c V,

where

V„= {vGXh:b(v,<b) = 0,V<b& Wh)

and

V= {v E X: b(v, <b) = 0, V<¡> G W},

and that there exists an operator Hh: Y = span{Ag}geG -* Xh satisfying

(6.15) b(y - n^, <J>) = 0,   Vv G Y and V</> G Wh.

The existence of a family {nA} satisfying (6.15) and which is in addition

uniformly bounded with respect to the A'-norm, is closely related to the condition

that there is a k0 > 0, independent of A, such that

SUp^^>M<¡>llrr>      V<r>GWA,
v<EXk      \\V\\x

(see [6], [15], [17]). nA has been constructed for several mixed methods (Ciarlet-

Raviart [10], Herrmann-Miyoshi [20], [21], [29], and Herrmann-Johnson [20], [21],

[25], for example). Condition (6.14) is relatively special. It holds, for example, in the

Herrmann-Johnson method; cf. Subsection 7b(ii).

We assume here, for the sake of simplicity, that the form a is hermitian. Then

A = A+ and B = Bt. It follows from (6.1), (6.2), (6.14), and (6.15) that

(6.16) b(Ahg - I\.hAg, <b) = 0,    Vg G G and V<f. G W.

Now, using (6.10) and (6.16), we obtain

((B - Bh)f, g)G = -a((A - Ah)f, (A - Ah)g) - b(Af - UhAf, Bg - t,)

(617) - b(Ag - IlhAg, Bf - t),   Vn, t G Wh.

Combining (6.17) and Theorem 2.1, we have in this case
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Theorem 6.4. Under the assumptions above, there exists a constant C such that

|X-A*|<C{||G4-^)/i?||2CÄ

(f. ira +    sup      sup      inf  \b(Af - UhAf, Bg - ti)|
\y-loJ /eE     geE   Ie wh

ll/llo-l ll*llc = <7

n(B-Bh)/EtG). u

Remark. It is easily seen that Theorem 6.4 holds in the more general context in

which IF is a Banach space, the space X is allowed to depend on A (X = X(h)),

and the form b is bounded on A'(A) X W for each A but is not required to be

bounded uniformly in A. This remark is used in Subsection 7b(ii).

7. Applications. In this section we apply the results of Sections 3-6 to a variety of

methods of mixed and hybrid type.

a. In this subsection we discuss a method which fits within the framework of

Section 3. Consider the eigenvalue problem

-A\p = X\p    in ß,
(7.1)v     ' \ ip = 0 on r = 38,

where ß is a convex polygon in R2. We then consider the following mixed

formulation of (7.1):

Seek X, (m, »//) G H(di\, ß) X L2(ß) satisfying

(7.2)

fuvdx + fxpdivvdx = 0,    Vv G H(div, ß),
Ai Ja

(<b div ¿7 dx = -X f \p$ dx,      V<b G L2(ß).
'a

If X, \j/ is an eigenpair of (7.1) and u = grad $, then X, (u, \¡/) is an eigenpair of (7.2),

and if X, (u,\¡/) is an eigenpair of (7.2), then X, \p is an eigenpair of (7.1) and

m = grad ip.

The eigenvalue problem (7.2) is of _type (Q2) with X = ¿/(div, ß), W = L2(ß),

a(u, v) = /a uv dx, b(u, \¡/) = /a div m^ dx, and s(ip, <j>) = fa \}*t> dx. If we set V =

{v G X: b(v, q) = 0, Vq G W} = {v G //(div, ß): div v = 0), it is immediate that

(3.12) and (3.13) are satisfied. (In this subsection we use the norm ||m|| = (/a|M|2 dx

+ /ß|div m|2 dx)x/2 on //(div, ß).) We next describe the finite-dimensional sub-

spaces used in the approximation scheme. Following [40], we begin by introducing

the space Q associated with the unit right triangle T in the (£, n)-plane whose

vertices are âx = (1, 0), â2 = (0, 1), and á3 = (0, 0). For K > 0 an even integer,

define Q to be the space of all functions q of the form

3 Í 4i - pol,tt, I) + «ci*+ ' + «¿N + • • • + a,/2«<"2>+ V/2,

\q2 = pol^f, r,) + ß0-n«+x + ßfr* +■■■ + ßK/£K'\K'*+\

with 2f/o (-1)'(«, _ ß,) = 0, where pol^l, tj) denotes any polynomial of degree K

in the two variables I-, tj. For K > 1 an odd integer, define Q to be the space of all

functions q of the form

Í qx = pol,«, r,) + a^x + a¿*n + ■ ■ ■ + a(K+x)/2^+x^W^/2,

U - poUtt, tj) + /V)*+1 + /J.ft* + • • • +/V+1)/2é(*+1)/Va:+1)/2,
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with

(K+l)/2 (K+l)/2

2   (-»'or-   2   (-i)'A = o.
i-O i-O

Now consider any triangle T in the (x,, x^-plane whose vertices are denoted by

a¡, 1 < / < 3. Let FT: x -» FT(x) = BTx + bT, BT G £(R2), bT G R2 be the unique

invertible affine mapping such that //(a,) = a,, 1 < i < 3. With each vector-valued

function v = (t3,, t52) defined on T we associate the function v defined on T by

v = —BTv ° Ff1,

where /r = det BT.

For 0 < A < 1, let ta be a triangulation of ß made up of triangles T whose

diameters are less than or equal to A. We assume the family (ta) satisfies the

minimal angle condition, i.e., there is a constant a > 0 such that

Aj,
max — < a,   VA,
re»» PT

where hT is the diameter of T and pT is the diameter of the largest circle contained

in T. We now let

X„ = {v G //(div, Q): VT G r„, v/T G QT},

where

QT={vG //(div, T): v GQ}    and    Wh = {</> G L2(ß): V7 G ta, $/r G Pk),

where PK is the space of all polynomials of degree K in the variables x,, x2.

We now consider the approximation method (Q2)A (or (3.5)) with Xh and Wh as

above. (3.14)—(3.16) are shown to be satisfied in Theorems 3 and 4 of [40]. We can

thus apply the results of Section 3 to this method.

With this method we obtain an approximation to X, \p and u = grad *p.

From Theorem 3.1 (or from (3.17)) and Theorem 3 in [40] we have (using the

notations from Section 3)

|X - X,.A| < Ce2 = C       sup inf   (||m - uh\\ + \\xb - ^A||oa)2
(u,i//)e£      uhexk

(7.5) llull + IWho-i *i>ew»

= Ch2K+2,

provided \¡> G HK+2(Ü). For the eigenvector error we obtain 8(E, Eh) < CA**1,

where 8(E, Eh) is the gap between E and Eh in the norm of //(div, fi) X L2(ß).

Remark. We obtain the same estimates when we use the finite-dimensional

subspaces described in [18].

b. In this subsection we study mixed methods for the approximation of eigenval-

ues of 4th order problems. Eigenvalue estimates for these methods were first

obtained by Canuto [9].

(i) Consider the model eigenvalue problem

[ A2»// = X\f,        in ß,

(7.6) m
U = -^ = o   on r = aß,

dn
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where ß is a convex polygon in R2. The mixed method we study here is based on

the following formulation of (7.6):

Seek X, (u, «//) G H '(ß) x //0'(ß) satisfying

(7.7)

íuvdx - f VüV^rfx = 0,     VuG//'(ß),

- fVuV$ dx = -X f xL4> dx,    V<b G //0'(ß),
'a

where V is the gradient operator.

It is not difficult to show that if X, \p is an eigenpair of (7.6) and m = -A»//, then X,

(m, \p) is an eigenpair of (7.7) and if X, (u, \p) is an eigenpair of (7.7), then X, i|/ is an

eigenpair of (7.6) and u = -A\p.

The eigenvalue problem (7.7) is oMype (Q2) with X = //'(ß), W = //¿(ß),

a(u, v) = fQ uv dx, b(u, \p) = -fa VuV\p dx, and s(\¡/, </>) = Ja \p<f> dx. Note that

assumption (3.12) is not satisfied here.

Next, we discuss the approximate eigenvalue problems. As in Subsection 7a, let

(ta} be a triangulation of ß which satisfies the minimal angle condition and is in

addition quasiuniform, i.e., there is a constant t > 0 such that

max hTl min hT < t,   VA.
T T

Then we consider problem (Q2)A with

Xh={vGC\ü):v/TGPK,VTGrh)

and Wh = Xh n H¿(Q).

With this method we obtain approximations to X, i// and u = -Ai//. This method

as applied to source problems was studied in Glowinski [19], Mercier [27], and

Ciarlet-Raviart[10].

We analyze this method by means of Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. Our problem

fits into the framework of Section 6 with H = G = L2(ß). Clearly Bm = B,

A^ = A, and B is self adjoint. The problems (6.1)—(6.4) are uniquely solvable and

B, Bh : L2(ß) -» L2(ß) are easily seen to be compact. Suppose K > 2. Then, using

the results in Subsection 3a in [15], we have:

(7.8a) HO* - Ah)g\\w < CA'-2||fig||,j,,

(7.8b) 1104 - Ah)g\\x¡a < Ch'-'WBgW.»

(7.8c) \\(B-Bh)g\\w<Ch*-x\\Bg\\,,Q,

(7.8d) \\(B - B„)g\\lja < Ch'-l\\Bglfi,

where ä = min(r, K + 1) and Bg G Hr(Q).

From (7.8c) with s = 3, we see that \\B — /¿A|le<L2(n)) < CA2 and hence that

limA^ol|fi-ÄA||GG = 0.

We can thus apply Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.

Let X be an eigenvalue of (7.6) and suppose the corresponding eigenfunctions \p

are in //r(ß) with r > 3. Then, using Theorem 6.1 and (7.8), we immediately obtain

(7.9) |X - XJ < ÇA2*"4,
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where s = min(r, K + 1). Note that since B is selfadjoint we obtain estimates for

each X — XyA instead of for X — XA.

We now turn to eigenfunction estimates. For the sake of simplicity, we assume X

has geometric multiplicity 1. From Theorem 6.2 we obtain

(7-10) [I* - «yo* < Ch'~\

and from Theorem 6.3 we obtain

(7-11) ||m - MA||1>a < ÇA*"3,

where s = min(r, K + 1) provided \p G //r(ß). In (7.10), \¡/ and \¡/h are normalized

with respect to || • ||oa, and in (7.11) u and ma are normalized with respect to

II ' IIi.«- We note that we must check that limA_0||T - rh\\Xx 1VXx w = 0 in order to

use Theorem 6.3. This follows from (7.8b) and (7.8c) and the regularity estimate

Pg||3+E,fi < C|| g||0>a for some e > 0.

These techniques can also be applied to the mixed method of Herrmann-Miyoshi

[20], [21], [29]. The analysis is essentially the same as that above and we would

obtain estimate (7.9) for this method. We note that our analysis of these methods

does not yield results when K = 1. For the case K = 1 see Ishihara [22], [23].

(7.9) yields an improvement over the estimates in Canuto [9] in the case when the

eigenfunctions have low regularity. If, for example, \p G H3'5(ß) and K = 3, then

(7.9) yields the estimates |X - X^| < CA3, whereas the estimates in [9] yield |X - XJh\

< Ch.

Part of the results in this subsection are contained in [38].

(ii) Herrmann-Johnson Method. We consider here a further mixed method for the

approximation of (7.6), which has been introduced in [8].

Let K > 1 and let {ta} be a family of triangulations satisfying the minimal angle

condition. Given T G rh and a function v = (v¡f) with o,, G HX(T), 1 < i,j < 2,

and vx2 = v2X, we define

2 2

M,(V) =     2     «W<      and      Mrr(V) =     2    tW->
Í./-I 1,7-1

where v = (vx, v2) is the unit outward normal and t = (t„ rf) = (v2, -vx) is the unit

tangent along dT. Let

X = X(h) = (v = (Vij): o,j G L2(ß), vX2 = v2X, vu/t G HX(T),

VT G ta, and Af„(v) is continuous across interelement boundaries}

with

2
ii   ii2 V       V    n       ii 2
Ilix=  2    2 K-llir

ij-i rer»

and

W = W¿-P(Q),   where p is some number larger than 2.

The mixed method we study here is based on the following variational formula-

tion of (7.6):
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Seek X, (u, </<) G X X W satisfying

2
I

rEr/i 1.1,7-1 jt —

(7.12)

£ jf ** * ♦ £ |, S. ¿5 £ * - X, "-('iï*l- "•
'9r 3t

VvG X;

T Et*  t,,7'-l   a*7   9*i

9<f>
f M„(u)^ ds\ = -X («l^ ¿x,   V</> G IF.

•'ar or Ja

If X, \p is an eigenpair of (7.6), then X, ((dty/dxfixf), *) is an eigenpair of (7.12),

and if X, ((u¿f), \p) is an eigenpair of (7.12), then X, \p is an eigenpair of (7.6) and

u¡j = dty/dxßxj. (7.12) is a problem of type (Q2) with A1 and IF as above and

a(", v) =   2   I "uvu dx>
/,7=i Ja

¿fe

We consider problem (Q2)A with

and

Wh = (<f> G C°(ß): <í>/r G Pjs-, V71 G ta, <f> = 0 on 9ß}.

With this choice we have the method of Herrmann-Johnson [20], [21], [25] in case

K = 1 (for K > 1, see [8]) and we obtain approximations to X, dty/dxflxj and \p.

Our problem fits into the framework of Section 6 with G = L2(ß) and H =

(L2(ß))3 (cf. remark at the end of Section 6). We can now apply Theorem 6.4 if we

remark that the operator nA exists and that Vh c V.

From the results of Subsection 3c in [15], we have

(7.13a) 1104 - Ah)f\\oa < CA*-2||2y||,,B,       3 < s < K + 2,

[Chs-x\\Bf\\sa,       3 <s <K+2,tiK > 2,
(7.13b)    \\(B - Bh)f\\oa < \ " ",'°

(7.13c)
inf  \b(Af-UhAf, Bg - i,)\ < CA'+'-4||4/||,-2*||2?/||,.a,

v=wk

3 <s <K + 2, 2 <t <K+ I.

Suppose X is an eigenvalue of (7.12) and suppose the corresponding eigenfunctions

\p are in //'(ß). Now Theorem 6.4, together with (7.13), yields

(7.14)        |X - X„| < CAi+'-4,    s = min(K + 2, r),    t = min(K + 1, r).

This result improves on the result in Canuto [9] if r < K + 2.

c. In this subsection we discuss a hybrid method for the approximation of the

eigenvalues of 2nd order problems. The related approximation for source problems

was studied by Raviart-Thomas [41] and Thomas [44]. As in Subsection 7a, we
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consider the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem

= Xm    in ß,

on T = 9ß,

where ß is a convex polygon in R2.

For spaces we choose H = L2(ß), X = ITreTt HX(T) with

.1/2

(7.15) (-A" =
[ M = 0

IMI*-( 2 HÜ   ,

W = ( p G   II   H~x/2(dT): there exists a function q G //(div, ß)

such that q ■ v = p on dT, T G ta |

with || p\\w = (ZTSJ /Lt||i1/2,37-)1/2, where

IIHI-'Aar-^^^lklU^r,.
q-v = \k on 9!T

||^IU(div, r) = (||?||o> + »rlldiv ij||g>7.)

For sesquilinear forms we choose

1/2

a(u, v) =   2    / VmVü í/x    and   ¿>(m, fi) = -  2    \   up ds,

where the integral over 37" expresses the duality between Hx/2(dT) and H~x/2(dT).

We then consider the following formulation of (7.15):

Seek X, (u, p) G X X W satisfying

(7.16)
a(u, v) + b(v,p) = X I uv,    Vv G X,

b(u, q) = 0, Vq G W.

If X, m is an eigenpair of (7.15) and/7 = du/dv ondT for all T G ta, then X, (u,p) is

an eigenpair of (7.16), and if X, (u, p) is an eigenpair of (7.16), then X, u is an

eigenpair of (7.15) and p = du/dv on 37" for all T G ta. (7.16) is an eigenvalue

problem of type (Ql) with X, W, H, a, and b chosen as above and r(u, v) =

/a uv dx.

We next describe the finite-dimensional approximating spaces that we will use.

Let K > 1 be an odd integer. For Xh we choose nreTA P¡c(T) where PK(T) denotes

the space of functions defined on T which are polynomials of degree less than or

equal to K. For Wh we choose

IFA= (ft G W:p/dTGSK_x(dT)),

where SK_x(dT) is the space of all functions defined on 91 whose restrictions to

any side T' c 3T are polynomials of degree less than or equal to K — 1. For a

more complete treatment of these spaces as well as a description of families of

approximating spaces indexed by even K we refer to [41], [44].

We now recall the basic estimates for the errors (A - ^4A)g and (B - Bh)g which

are proved in Raviart-Thomas [41] and Thomas [44]:
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(7.17) 1104 - Ah)g\\x+\\(B - Bh)g\\w < Ch\Ag\\,+ lja>

(7.18) 1104 - ,4A)g||aa < CA'+,||^g||/+1,a,

for / = l,...,K, provided Ag G H,+ '(ß).

We have V = //2(ß) n H^Çiï); our problem fits into the framework of Section 5

(cf. remark following Theorem 5.2) and we can thus estimate the eigenvalue errors

with Theorem 5.1. A is self adjoint in this example. Let X be an eigenvalue of (7.15)

and suppose the corresponding eigenfunctions u are in ///+1(ß) with 1 < / < K.

Then combining Theorem 5.1 and Estimate (7.17) we have

(7.19) |X - Xjh\ < CA2'.

We now consider eigenfunction errors. We assume X has geometric multiplicity 1

for the sake of simplicity. From Theorem 5.2 and (7.18) we get

(7.20) || m - MA||0>a < CA'+1

provided u G ///+1(ß). Here u and ma are normalized with respect to || • ||oa.

d. In this subsection we consider the approximation of an eigenvalue problem

associated with the Stokes problem by a method developed in Girault-Raviart [18].

Let ß be a convex polygon in R2 and consider the eigenvalue problem

Find X, m and p satisfying

(7.21)

-Am + grad p =Xu in ß,

div m = 0 in ß,

. m = 0 on r = 3ß.

If we introduce the stream function \p (u = curl \p), this problem can be formulated

as:

Find X, \p satisfying

-Afy = XA«// in ß,
(7.22)

xP = ^ = 0    on r.
OP

We then consider the following mixed formulation of (7.22) (introduced in [18] for

source problem):

Find X, (m, ft) G X X W satisfying

(7.23)

where

a(u, v) + b(v, p) = Xr(u, v),    Vv G X,

b(u, q) = 0, Vq G W,

X = //0'(ß) X L2(ß),

W = //'(ß),

a(u, v) = ( wÖ dx    for u = (^, u), v = (<i>, 9) G.X,
Ja

b(u, q) = l ( curl q curl \p — qu) dx    for m G X, q G W,

curl \p curl <b dx    for u, v G X,r(u, v) = i"
'a

where curl <¡> = (-3<f»/3x2, d<b/dxx).
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If X, \p is an eigenpair of (7.22) and to = fi = -A\p, then X, (m = (\b, u>), p) is an

eigenpair of (7.23), and if X, (m = (\p, w), ft) is an eigenpair of (7.23) then X, \p is an

eigenpair of (7.22) and to = ft = -A\p. The eigenvalue problem (7.23) is of type

(Ql). Note that assumption (3.13) is not satisfied here.

Next we consider the approximation method introduced in Girault-Raviart [18].

We again let {ta} be a quasiuniform family of triangulations of ß that satisfies the

minimal angle condition and let

Wh = {qG C°(ß): q/T G PK, VT G rh)    and   Xh = (Wh n HX(Q)) X Wh.

Then we consider the following approximate problem:

Find XA, (ma, fiA) G Xh X Wh satisfying

(7 24) Í a^Ul" V"^ + b(<V'" ̂ = Xh^Uh' V^'    Vu* e **'

I b(uh, qh) = 0, Vqh G Wh.

(7.23) and (7.24) fit into the framework of Section 5 with X, W, a, b, and r defined

as above and H = Hq(Q) X L2(ß). In this case, we have

V = {vGX: b(v, q) = 0,Vq G ¡V} = {(<f>, 9): </> G //02(ß) and 9 = -A«f>},

and a( ■, • ) is K-elliptic.

We now recall the basic estimates for the error (A — Ah)g of the source problem,

which are proved in Girault-Raviart [18].

Set Ag = fo, 9), Ahg = (<bh, 9h). We have

(7-25) 1104 - Ah)g\\H < CA||g||„,

(7.26) 1104 - Ah)g\\x < ChK-l/2{\\4r\\K+lieBft +11^1^+3/2,2,^,

if r> g iFAr+1'00(ß) n //^+3/2(ß),

(7.27) O* - <¡>A||lja < ChK\\4>\\K+ua

if </> G HK+X(ti), provided K > 2.

Let X be an eigenvalue of (7.22) and let S be the corresponding eigenspace. Then

X"1 will be an eigenvalue of A with the eigenspace given by E = {(\p, -i\\p):

\p G & }. Let m be the multiplicity of X"1. From (7.25) we see that

lim M -Ah\\ffff=0.
A—»0

Thus, m eigenvalues X,"A, . . . , Xj, of Ah converge to X"1. Assume & c WK+U°°(Q,)

n HK+2(Q). We can now estimate the terms on the right side of (5.8).

From (7.26), we have

(7.28) 1104 -^II^CA2*-1.

Next, let /, g G E with ||/||„ = \\g\\H=\ and set Af = (<¡>, 9) and AJ = (<f>A, 9h).

Then, using (7.26) and (7.27), we have

16(04 - Ah)f, Bg - n)| = { curl(<i> — <(>A)curl(Bg — -q) dx

- f (9 - 9h)(Bg - rj) dx

<C{\\<¡>- <bh\\ua\\Bg - v\\uu+\\9 - 9h\\w\\Bg - T,||0,a}

< C{hK\\Bg - T,||,,a + hK~x'2\\Bg - tïUoo}

<CA*-1{*||2?g-^||',n+||/te-'ï||o,n}
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for any 17 G Wh. Since Bg G HK(Q), by standard approximation results we have

(7.29) inf   \b((A - Ah)f, Bg - r,)\ < CA2*"1.

Finally, combining (5.8)» (7.28), and (7.29), we have

(7.30) \X-Xjh\<Ch2K-x,      j=l,2,...,m.

e. In this subsection we consider a method introduced by Crouzeix-Raviart [11]

for the approximation of the eigenvalues of the Stokes problem (7.21). Let

X = Ho(ß),       W = L2(ß)/R,

a(u,v)=   2    fä7ä7<k    forM.üGA-,

b(u, q) = - I q div u dx    for u G X, q G W.
Jn

Then we consider the following formulation of (7.21):

Find X, (u,p) G X X W satisfying

r7 31x Í a(u, v) + b(v,p) = X(m, t>)Lj(B),    Vv G X,

[ b(u, q) = 0, Vq G W.

We next consider the finite-dimensional approximating spaces that we will use.

Suppose Fh c //¿(ß) and Gh c L2(ß) are given finite-dimensional spaces and

Xh = FA2 and Wh = Gh/R. Regarding these spaces, we assume

(HI) there is a bounded operator rh: (H2(ß) n H¿(fi)) -> Wh that satisfies

(i) fa 1 div(« - rhv) dx = 0 for all q G Gh,

(ii) there is a positive integer K such that

IV - °IIh'(0) < ^'ihllH'-w    for 1 < / < K,

and

(H2) the spaces Gh contain constants, and if Ph is the orthogonal projection of

L2(ß) onto Gh, then

i q dx = 0   implies     j Phq dx = 0

and \\q - Phq\\0M < ChK\\q\\Kft, 1 < / < AT.

Several examples of families of spaces satisfying (HI) and (H2) for various

values of / are constructed in Crouzeix-Raviart [11].

With Xh and Wh defined as above, we consider the approximate problem :

Find XA, (uh,ph) G Xh X Wh satisfying

(7 32) Í a^Uh' Vh^ + è^U/"Ph) = X^"*' Ü^L2(Ö>'    Vüa e Xh'

\b(uh,qh) = 0, Vt7AGlFA.

(7.31) and (7.32) fit into the framework of Section 5 with X, W, a, and b defined as

above and H = L2(ß). The eigenvalue error that arises in this approximation can

now be estimated with the aid of Theorem 5.1. Regarding the associated source

and approximate source problems, Crouzeix-Raviart [11] have shown that

(7.33) 1104 - Ah)f\\x < CA'(||^|h-(«) +||*/||mi)
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and

(7.34) ||(i5 - Bh)j\\w < Ch'dlAjW^^+WBfWw)    for 1< / < K.

Let X"1 be an eigenvalue of A with multiplicity m. Then m eigenvalues

^r*> • • • » KÀ °f ^a converge to X"1. Suppose that the associated space E of

eigenfunctions satisfies E c H*+1(ß) and B(E) c HK(2). Then it follows im-

mediately from Theorem 5.1, (7.33), and (7.34) that

(7.35) |X - X,A| < CA2/,       1 <j<m,

for 1 < / < K. (7.35) was proved by Osborn [37]. We remark that this method can

also be analyzed by means of the results in Section 3.
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